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AuditBot for regulation 

and compliance.
Deploy a visible in-room bot to capture an official record of discussions and decision-

making for regulation and compliance purposes.

The Element Enterprise price plan allows organisations to add some extra 

capabilities to their version of Element. AuditBot is one of these ‘Enterprise add-

ons’.

AuditBot is a visible Matrix account with read only access to every room on a 

homeserver. If required direct messages between individuals can be excluded so that 

only group conversations are accessible to AuditBot. This type of bot is often used by 

organisations for business and compliance requirements.

element Enterprise Available on: Cloud On-Premise
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Where auditing of an end-to-end encrypted platform is a business requirement, 

AuditBot enables the organisation to export a readable version of all conversations. 

This potentially increases the risk of unauthorised access, so organisations should 

consider mitigating this risk through regular archiving.

Once configured to suit the organisation’s needs, network administrators can log in as 

AuditBot via Element Web (our web browser-based client) to perform audits. Typically 

AuditBot is invited to every room on a given homeserver but, if preferred, it’s possible 

to only invite the bot into a specific set of rooms. 

Any encrypted messages in rooms containing 

AuditBot get automatically backed up (with their 

encryption keys) by the bot and can be restored via 

Secure Backup. Administrators can export data to an 

AWS Simple Storage Service (or equivalent). On-

premise customers can export data and can store it 

locally, connect it into legacy archiving systems, or 

upload it to an AWS S3 bucket.

AuditBot is effectively a ‘master user’ that has all of the encryption keys. Using Audit 

Bot is necessary in, for instance, regulated industries however it undoubtedly requires 

an organisation to accept a potentially weaker security profile in order to meet their 

compliance requirements.

AuditBot is available on Element Enterprise plans for an additional $1 per 

monthly active user.
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